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ABSTRACT
While coevolution has many parallels to natural evolution,
methods other than those based on evolutionary principles
may be used in the interactive fitness setting. In this paper
we present a generalization of coevolution to co-optimization
which allows arbitrary black-box function optimization tech-
niques to be used in a coevolutionary like manner.

We find that the co-optimization versions of gradient as-
cent and simulated annealing are capable of outperforming
the canonical coevolutionary algorithm. We also hypoth-
esize that techniques which employ non-population based
selection mechanisms are less sensitive to disengagement.
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G.1.6 [Numerical Analysis]: Optimization
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1. INTRODUCTION
Coevolution has shown promise in a variety of domains [3].

However, there are several problems inherent to coevolution
described in literature, including: over-specialization [1], dis-
engagement [1], inaccurate evaluation [2] and cycling [1].

Many of the problems observed in coevolutionary algo-
rithms (CoEAs) are interrelated (i.e., over-specialization can
result from inaccurate evaluation). While many additions to
CoEAs have been proposed to address one or more of these
deficiencies [5], the same underlying evolutionary model has
been the base for all such additions.

In this paper we present a generalization of coevolution to
co-optimization, where arbitrary black-box optimization al-
gorithms may be employed in the interactive fitness setting.
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We compare the performance of the co-optimization versions
of gradient ascent and simulated annealing to the canonical
CoEA, under nominal conditions, as well as under the ef-
fects of disengagement. The results we present suggest that
non-population based techniques may be less susceptible to
disengagement than population based techniques.

2. CO-OPTIMIZATION
While coevolutionary processes have parallels to that of

natural evolution, techniques other than evolutionary com-
putation may be employed in the interactive fitness setting.
Any method of generating new individuals to add to the cur-
rent populations may be used in place of artificial evolution.

Rather than introducing a new add-on to coevolutionary
algorithms to help address a deficiency observed on a par-
ticular class of problems, we instead suggest matching each
problem with the technique best suited for it.

We propose generalizing coevolution to co-optimization,
where arbitrary black-box optimization techniques may be
used in place of artificial evolution. The basic principle of in-
teractive fitness is still used in this larger class of algorithms.
Individuals are judged by interactions with their peers. The
method used to coevolve backgammon players in [4] is an
example of this generalization of coevolution. The template
algorithm presented in [2] can also be seen as an example
of co-optimization where the generate and select functions
may be filled in with arbitrary techniques.

This generalization allows for matching interactive prob-
lem domains to the optimization algorithms best suited for
them. If a domain lends itself to a particular technique,
such as simulated annealing, the co-optimization version of
simulated annealing could be used in place of a CoEA.

A nice feature of the generalization of coevolution to co-
optimization is that the majority of the growing body of the-
oretical results for coevolution and the numerous additions
to the canonical CoEA also apply to the larger class of co-
optimization algorithms, as the majority of such techniques
are not dependent on an underlying evolutionary model.

3. TEST PROBLEMS & RESULTS
We compare the performance of the co-optimization ver-

sions of gradient ascent (CoGA) and simulated annealing
(CoSA) to a canonical CoEA, both under nominal condi-
tions as well as under disengagement.

In both test problems, two populations, consisting of 40
individuals each, are employed, one for test cases and one for
candidate solutions. One-point crossover is used for recom-
bination and mutation is always applied in the form of the
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addition of a uniform random number in the interval [−3, 3]
to a randomly selected allele. Tournament selection is used
for parent and survival selection. 40 offspring are created
each generation for each population. For CoGA, a single
child is generated for every individual by mutation and is
selected to replace its parent if it is superior in the current
context. For CoSA, children are successively generated for
each individual by mutation until a generated individual is
accepted, according to a linear cooling schedule.

3.1 Compare-On-One
The Compare-On-One problem is an example of a num-

bers game problem [2]. Candidate solutions and test cases
are vectors of real numbers. A candidate solution’s fitness
is equal to the number of test cases which it solves. A can-
didate solution solves a test case if the candidate solution’s
value on the dimension on which the test case is greatest
is greater than that of the test case. Thus, each test case
promotes advances along a single dimension.

Formally, a candidate solution, C, passes a test, T , if

CTMAX ≥ TTMAX

For the Compare-On-One problem both the candidate so-
lution and test case populations are initialized such that each
member is a uniform random number in the interval [0, 10].

Figure 1: Performance of CoEA, CoSA and CoGA
on the Compare-On-One problem.

Figure 1 shows the performance of each algorithm aver-
aged over 60 runs. Of the three test algorithms, CoGA per-
forms the best followed by CoSA and finally by the CoEA.

3.2 Compare-On-All
Compare-On-All is identical to Compare-On-One, except

that tests promote advances on all dimensions [2].
Formally, a candidate solution, C, passes a test, T , if

∀i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n} Ci ≥ Ti

The Compare-On-All problem is used to investigate the
effects of disengagement on the three algorithms. The mem-
bers of the test case population are initialized to be between
190 and 200 and the members of the candidate solution
population are initialized to be between 50 and 60. Fig-
ure 2 shows the performance of all three algorithms. Both
CoSA and CoGA were able to reengage and make significant
progress, while CoEA was stuck in a period of random drift
for the majority of the runs.

Figure 2: Performance of CoEA, CoSA and CoGA
on the disengaged Compare-On-All problem.

4. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK
The primary contribution of this work is the introduc-

tion of the class of co-optimization algorithms. This class
provides a natural generalization of coevolution to arbitrary
optimization techniques and employs the same interactive
fitness environment as does coevolution.

We compare the performance of CoSA, CoGA and CoEA
on two test problems under both nominal conditions as well
as conditions of disengagment. We find that in both in-
stances CoSA and CoGA outperformed CoEA. Furthermore,
under conditions of disengagement, CoSA and CoGA were
able to effectively reengage and make significant progress,
whereas CoEA remained in a state of random drift for the
entirety of most runs. These results promote the hypoth-
esis that non-population based selection methods are less
susceptible to the effects of disengagement.

To strengthen the results presented in this paper, the per-
formance of the co-optimization algorithms described in this
paper need to the compared to the many sophisticated ex-
tensions of CoEAs in existence, such as competitive fitness
sharing [5] and reduced parasite virulence [1].
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